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We have recently investigated the matrix projective line. Our interest was focused 
at the Mobius transformations W(Z) = (ZC+ D)-‘(ZA + B), where A, B, C, D, Z 
are n x n complex matrices. We were led to generalize the complex plane, the 
Riemann sphere and the unit disk. Our first task is to study the spherical, 
Euclidean, and non-Euclidean circles in terms of points at given distance from some 
point, and in terms of zeroes of some (Hermitian) quadratic form. The relations 
between the various circles are discussed. We also study Mobius transformations 
that carry the unit disk into itself, as well as those that carry (or interchange) Her- 
mitian and unitary matrices. Finally, we introduce the stereographic projection 
from the generalized Riemann sphere to the Euclidean plane, and show that some 
spherical circles are mapped onto Euclidean ones. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] we introduced the complex matrix projective line P,(M,(Q=)), 
to simplify the study of the Mobius transformations W(Z) = 
(ZC + D)- ‘(ZA + B). In [ 31 we studied the Euclidean, spherical and non 
Euclidean metrics on the suitable subspaces of P,(M,(@)). In particular, 
the various circles were introduced in terms of their centers and radii, as 
well as by their associated Hermitian matrix. 
The uniqueness of the centers, the radii, and the Hermitian matrix are 
our goal in the first part. 
The comparison of the various circles is our next task. Namely, suppose 
a Euclidean circle is given. Under what conditions will it be a spherical cir- 
cle or a non-Euclidean circle? Furthermore, once a given set is a circle say, 
both in the Euclidean metric, and the spherical one, what are the relations 
between the centers and the radii in the two metrics? We study in the 
second part, the various possible cases. Another application of the first 
part, is a characterization of the Mobius transformations that map, say, the 
l This research was supported by the Fund for the Promotion of Research at the Technion. 
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unitary matrices into the Hermitian ones, or, the interior of the unit disk 
into itself. 
The Riemann sphere and the stereographic projection are the last topics 
in this work. 
The definitions and notations used in this paper, are those used in [2] 
and in [3], unless otherwise specified. 
As in [2] and [3], most of the motivation arises from the field of com- 
plex numbers @. We do not intend to specify, or compare, our methods 
and results with those known for @. These will be left out, and can easily be 
verified by the interested reader. We emphasize this remark, in particular 
with connection to the comparison of the various circles, and the study of 
the stereographic projection. We shall therefore always assume n > 1. 
The points of P,(M,(@)) will be denoted by P. In the present paper we 
also denote by P n x 2n matrices. This should not lead to any confusion. 
For a 2n x 2n Hermitian matrix 2, a n x 2n matrix P is a zero of 2, 
whenever PXP* = 0. We also say that P annihilates X. 
The Euclidean plane is the set of the linite points P, corresponding to the 
n x 2n matrices P = (P I). 
The sphere K, is the set of n x 2n matrices P, so that PP* = I. The disk 
d - is the set of points P so that PfP* < 0 where 2 = (,’ ),). For every 
matrix P on K there exists a n x 2n matrix P such that the 2n x 2n matrix 
9 = (5) is unitary. Every point P has a representative in K, that is uniquely 
determined up to a unitary factor. The subset of matrices P = (P, PJ in 
P1(Zt4,(C)), that satisfy P,P: -P, PT = Z, is denoted by y-. Every point P 
in A- has a representative in I-, that is uniquely determined up to a 
unitary factor. For every matrix P in fl- there exists a n x 2n matrix P 
9 = (F), and S is a f-unitary matrix, that is SqS* = f. 
Further properties of matrices in K, and in f -, and of unitary and 
y-unitary matrices that we shall use freely, can be found in greater detail 
in [3]. 
1. UNIQUENESS OF THE CENTER, THE RADIUS, AND 
THE ASSOCIATED HERMITIAN MATRIX 
a. The Euclidean Circles 
The Euclidean circle y,(P,, r) is defined to be the set of points P = (P I) 
such that P = P, + rU, for some unitary matrix U. It is the set of zeroes in 
P,(M,(Q=)) of the associated Hermitian matrix 
SQr) = 
( 
Z -PO* 
-PO P,P$ - r2Z > ’ 
(1.1) 
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It is a circle with radius r, centered at P, = (PO I). 
THEOREM 1.1. The center and the radius of a Euclidean circle are uni- 
quely determined, and the associated Hermitian matrix is determined up to a 
nonzero scalar multiple. 
The proof will follow from the two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X # 0 be a 2n x 2n Hermitian matrix, so that (P I) is a 
zero of S, whenever it is a zero of 2=(r). Then there exists a n&zero real 
scalar a, so that X = a&r). 
Proof: Let A! be the matrix (,!,, y ) that corresponds to the Mobius 
transformation (Q I) A = (Q + PO I). Let &’ = A#J%*, then 2 is a 
2n x 2n Hermitian matrix, and (rU I) is a zero of A?’ for every unitary 
matrix U. In particular, (.5rZ I) are zeroes of & for E = f 1, i. Consequen- 
tly, one verifies that if 2 = (& $), where Z?, , fi,, fi,, fiA are n x n 
matrices, then 
Z?, = A, = 0 and r2Ufi, U* + fid = 0 for every unitary matrix U. (1.2) 
This last equality forces Z?, to be a diagonal matrix (e.g., choose U to 
diagonalize A,). Consequently, for U= Z, we get that A, is a diagonal 
matrix. Using permutation matrices for U, we may conclude that both fi, 
and fia are scalar matrices: 
ci, =aZ, ii4 = bZ, ar2 + b = 0, and ab#O. (1.3) 
It results that 2 = JzV’&‘A-” = a2C(r) as stated. 1 
LEMMA 1.3. The center and the radius of a Euclidean circle are uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. Let y,(P,, r)=YJQ,,, s). Then for E= f 1, i the points 
(Q, + ESZ I) are points of y,(P,, r), that is, 
(Q,, + ESZ- P,)(Q, + ESZ- P,)* = r2Z, (1.4) 
or 
(Qo - P&Q, -PO)* + &s(QO -PO)* + Es(QO -P,) +s’Z= r2Z, (1.4’) 
whence it follows that Q, = P,, and s = r as stated. h 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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b. The Spherical Circles 
We denote by M the antipodal point to M = (M, M2), and we define 
the circle y,(M, r) as the set of points P in P,(M,(C)), for which 
PM* = rU, for some unitary matrix U. All matrices Q in this section are 
assumed to lie on K, that is QQ* = I and every point in P,(M,(@)) has 
representatives in K. 
If P is on y,(M, r), then PM* = rk’, and PM* = (1 - r’)l’* W, for some 
unitary matrices V, W. 
It is the set of zeroes of the associated Hermitian matrix 
$(r) = 
( 
h4~M1 - r2i M:M, 
M:Ml ) M:M, - r*I ’ 
(l-5) 
This last remark is a consequence of 
g(r) = A*2,A, where JZ=(~),~~=((‘-~)’ -yZ1). (1.6) 
Let B = (F). If PM* = rU, then BJ%* is of the form 
( 
rUl (1 - r*)“* U2 
) 
where U, , U,, U,, U, 
(1-r2)“*U3 rU4 ’ are unitary matrices. (1.7) 
We call such a 2n x 2n unitary matrix blockwise r-unitary matrix. 
Summarizing, P is a point on the circle ydh, r), of radius r, 
(r = x(P, A)), centered at &I iff P annihilates e(r), and this is so iff S&‘* 
is blockwise r-unitary. 
THEOREM 1.4. The center and the radius of a spherical circle are deter- 
mined up to antipodal equivalence, and the associated Hermitian matrix is 
determined up to a nonzero scalar multiple. 
By antipodal equivalence we understand that the pairs (&, r) and (N, t) 
are related through @I = N and r = t, or else M = N and r* + t* = 1. 
The proof of the theorem will follow from the two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1.5. Let X #O be a 2n x 2n Hermitian matrix so that P 
annihilates 2, whenever it is a zero of %S(r). Then there exists a nonzero 
real scalar a, so that SF = a*S(r). 
Proof One may consider the forms ?Zr and JY~?.,+Y*, and under the 
hypothesis, if Q is a zero of 2, then it is a zero of &i!%~%‘*. The points 
(ErZ (1 - r*)“*I), for E = + 1, i, are zeroes for J&, whence of 
JZX&Z* = (2 $). It follows that 
r2H,+r(l-r2)“2(EH3+EH2)+(1-r2)H4=0 for E= fl,i. (1.8) 
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Consequently, H, = H, = 0, and there results for (rU (1 - r2)“‘J): 
r2UH, U* + (1 - r2) H4 = 0 for every unitary matrix U. (1.9) 
As in the conclusion of Lemma 1.2 (from equality (1.2) on) it follows 
that H, and H4 are scalar matrices: 
H, = cl, H, = bZ, cr’+b(l-r*)=O, where cb #O. (1.10) 
Therefore, 2 = a%(r), where a = c/( 1 - r2) = - b/r2. 1 
Lemma 1.6. Let y,(i%l, r) = y,(fi, t), then either %I = fi and r = t, or else 
$l=Nandr2+t2=1. 
Prooj Let M = (g) and consider the associated Hermitian matrices 
ss(r) = JY*J~JY and-kS(t) = JV*~!,JV. By Lemma 1.5, 
N*Z?,N = aA?*5$hV, 
or 
WA?, = a$?V for YV=JZN*= Wl w2 
( ) w, w‘4 
We derive the following: 
(l-t2)W1 =a(l-r2)Wl, -t2W2 =a(1 -r2) W,, 
(1- t2) W, = -ar’W,, -t2W4 = -ar’W,. 
If W, # 0, then W, # 0 and we have the equalities 
l-t’=a(l-r2) and -t2= -ar2, 
(1.11) 
(1.11’) 
(1.11”) 
(1.12) 
whence a = 1 and t = r. Furthermore, W, = W, = 0. Therefore fi = A in 
Pl(Mn(C)). 
If W, = 0, then W, = 0 and we get the equalities 
1 - t2 = -ur2, -t’=a(l -r2) (1.12’) 
whence a = -1, and r* + t* = 1. Furthermore, $I = N in P,(M,(@)). 1 
This completes the proof of the theorem. a 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let P lie on y,(l@ r), then p lies on y,(l$l, (1 - r’)‘/*). 
In particular, if P and P lie on y,(l6l, r), then r* = l/2. 
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c. The Non-Euclidean Circles 
The point P lies inside the unit disk A -, if a point P exists (necessarily 
outside the unit disk, in A + ) so that @28* = $ where B = (E) and 
f = (,’ 2,). We call 9 the /-unitary completion of P. Here we identified 
the points in A - and A + with their corresponding representatives in f - 
and f’. 
The circle y,(M, r)-centered at M = (M3M4) E A -, and of radius r, is the 
set of points P for which PjM* = (1 + p2)1’2 U and Py$l* = pV, where 
U, V are unitary matrices, and p =sinhr. We may replace the condition 
Pj$‘l* = p V with the equivalent condition PE A -. The pseudochordal dis- 
tance, corresponding to the distance r, is p/( 1 + p2)li2. 
The associated Hermitian matrix is 
S3Qr) = 
( 
(1 +pZ)z+M:M3 -kf:kf, 
-M4*M, -(l fp2)l+M,*M,) 1 . 
(1.13) 
A j-unitary matrix % is blockwise r-~-unitary if 
~= (1+r2)1’2U1 
( 
rU, 
rU3 (1 +r2)‘j2U4 > ’ 
where U,, U2, U,, U, are unitary matrices, (1.14) 
and the matrix %! satisfies +2f%!* = I. 
The point P is on y,(M, r) iff gfJ* is blockwise r-y-unitary. 
We have $,Jr) = Jz?*&,&!, where 
J = u+P2)z 0 
P ( 0 1 -p2z * 
(1.15) 
THE~OREM 1.8. The center and the radius of a non-Euclidean circle are 
uniquely determined. The associated Hermitian matrix is determined up to a 
nonzero scalar multiple. 
The proof of the theorem will follow from the two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1.9. Let 3’ # 0 be a 2n x 2n Hermitian matrix so that P, P E A -, 
is a zero of X whenever it is a zero of s”(r). Then there exists a nonzero 
real scalar a, so that s!?’ = ax,*(r). 
ProojI Under the hypothesis Q, Q E A -, is a zero of $&‘*#A$’ 
whenever it is a zero of 2$,, where p = sinh r. Let 
(1.16) 
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Note that Q = (pU (1 + p*)l’* ~1) is a zero of 2P for every unitary matrix 
U, and E = &- 1, i, and Q E A ~. It therefore follows that 
p*UH~U*+~(1+~~)“~(EUH2+EHJU*)+(1+~~)H4=0. (1.17) 
Consequently, H, = H, = 0. From p*UH, U* + (1 + p’) H, = 0, for every 
unitary matrix U, it follows, as in the conclusion of Lemma 1.2 (from 
equality (1.2) on) that both H, and H, are scalar matrices, 
HI = cl, H, = bl. p2c + (1 + p2)b = 0, and bc#O. (1.18) 
Thus X=u&r), where a=c/(l+p*)= -b/p*. 1 
LEMMA 1.10. Let y,(M, r)= yn(N, t), then M =N and r= t. 
Proof. Let ~4’” =(E), and consider the associated Hermitian matrix 
$n(t) = Jlr&J* (z = sinh t). By Lemma 1.9, &n(t) = a$‘m(r), whence the 
equality: 
Wi2z = aJ?p W, where W=JP,=(F: 21. (1.19) 
There result the equalities: 
(1+r2)W, =a(l+P2)Wl, -T* W, = a( 1 + p*) W,, 
(1 +z2) w, = -p*w,, -T’W, = -p*w,. 
(1.20) 
W” is a j-unitary matrix, therefore if WI = 0 then W, = 0 and this leads to 
a = 1 and 1 + p* + r2 = %a contradiction. 
Thus W, # 0, and also W, # 0. This yields the equalities: a = 1 and p = T. 
Furthermore, W, = W, = 0. Consequently, W, and W, are unitary 
matrices. Thus M = NE A - c P,(M,(@)). 1 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
2. APPLICATIONS 
a. Special Mijbius transformations of the unit disk A 
Let A, B, C, D be n x n matrices, and let 
be the matrix corresponding to the Mobius transformation A!. The image 
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of the point P will be written as 4!(P), or PM, where the last notation is 
the standard matrix multiplication. 
We let PEA-, and we set P=(PJ P4). Hence P,P,*--P,P:>O. 
We use the convention of denoting the Mobius transformation by A, as 
well as the corresponding matrix. Recall that the matrix is determined up 
to a (nonzero) scalar factor. In particular, the scalar is properly chosen 
when we assume that &i!#&?* = f. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a Miibius transformation that carries the unit 
disk A ~ into itsel$ The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) &maps A- onto A-. 
(ii) Jl maps A+ into A+. 
(iii) .4t preserves the non-Euclidean distance in A -. 
(iv) JY satisfies M4M* = f. 
To prove this theorem we need some more insight into the transfor- 
mations that carry A - into A -. 
Let &, N be Mobius transformations. We say that &! and N are %- 
equivalent, if there exist f-unitary matrices S and X, so that HAX = JV. 
As the y-unitary matrices form a group, we defined indeed an equivalence 
relation. 
We say that & is a diagonal map, ifj Jl is a diagonal matrix, 
.M=( :I &), Mi = diag(m,, ,..., m,}, for i= 1, 2. The diagonal map matrix 
A is a contraction f 0 Cm,, <rnzj, V,,j (in particular, rnii are all real 
positive numbers). 
Note that being a diagonal (diagonal contracting) map is independent of 
the choice of the matrix representative of the map (as long as it is real). 
Since $-unitary matrices carry A - (A + ) isomorphically onto A - (A + ), 
and keep the chordal distance invariant, it follows that if &? and JV are 
2-equivalent, then JY satisfies (i) ((ii), (iii), (iv)) of Theorem 2.1 iff ./lr 
satisfies (i) ((ii), (iii), (iv)). Also, & carries A-- into A - iff Jlr does so. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A? be a Mijbius transformation. Then Jl is f-equivalent 
to a diagonal contracting map iff Jl maps A - into A ~. 
ProofI Suppose that .& = (:I &) is a diagonal contracting map, and let 
(P Q) E 9 ~. Its image under d is (PM1 QM2). Given any vector v, v E C”. 
Let u = VP, w = vQ. Since -PP* + QQ* = Z, it follows that ww* - uu* > 0. 
Let uM, = ii, wA4, = W. Then 
iiii* < k2uu*, where k = max m,,, 
481/103’2-I9 
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and 
ww* > i2ww*, where I = min mzi 
Since M is a diagonal contracting map, 0 < kd I, then 
WW* - UU* > Z2ww* - k*uu* > Z’(ww* - uu*) > 0. 
Hence - (Z’M,)(PM,)* + (QM2)(QM2)* >O, and thus, (PM, QMz) E 
A ~ and the transformation maps A - into A ~. 
Conversely, let A’ = (“, g) be a Mobius transformation that carries A - 
into A-. 
In particular (0 Z)&‘=(C D)eA-, & C=PC2, D=PDz, 
(C, D2)~$-, and IPI #O. Let (C, Dl)=(C2 D2), then A’-=(:; g;) is a 
y-unitary matrix, and J&N-~ = (2 2) represents a Mobius transfor- 
mation that carries A ~ into A -. 
Given any scalar 1, Q = (AA; l Q) E ,$ - if we choose Q to satisfy 
QQ*-~~~‘A~‘A~‘*=Z. In particular, lQl#O. The image of Q under 
AA’-‘, is (AZ AA;‘& + QDo), and this point lies in A- iff: 
f(~)=(IA,‘B,+QD,)(1A,‘B,+QD,)*-I~I’Z>O. (2.1) 
If 1 B, ) #O, there exists a scalar v, v # 0, such that 
~D~‘Q~lA,y’B,+vZ~=O, whence IA~‘B,+vQDoI=O. If we choose 
,l, = v-i, then I &,A; ‘B,, + QD, I = 0, and f(l,) is not positive which con- 
tradicts (2.1). If B, # 0 and I B, I = 0, then the contradiction follows by 
continuity. Hence B, = 0, and it follows that A? is y-equivalent to (2 &). 
Using f-unitary matrices of the form (t “,), where U, V are unitary 
matrices, it follows that A! is f-equivalent to a real (positive) diagonal 
matrix JV = (7 ,$). 
Let p be any real number, let Ej be the matrix whose jk-entry is 
(Ei)j,, =6, Bik. Let Qj(p) be the matrix whose jk-entry is (Qi(~)), = 
djk(l +6,((1 +/.?)i’2- 1)). 
Let Qi(p)=(pEiQi(p)). Since Ef=Ei, and Qi(p)=Z+((l +P’)~/’ - l)Ei, 
one verifies by straightforward computation that Qi(p) E # ~. 
By assumption, the image of Q&) under N is in A -, that is, 
(pE,N, Qi(p)N2) E A -, that is, 
- Ipn,i 12+ I(1 +/A2)“2n2i 12>0 (2.2) 
and for this inequality to hold for all p’s, it follows that nii < nzj for 
i = l,..., n. 
Finally, using J-unitary matrices of the form (t “,), where U, V are per- 
mutation matrices, we may derive 
nli < n2j for i, j=l,..., n. (2.2’) 
and this completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
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An immediate consequence of the last part of the above proof is: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf M carries A - into A -, then any real positive 
diagonal matrix F that is f-equivalent to .& is a contraction. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let JZ map A - (into, and) onto A -. Then 4 is y- 
equivalent o the identity. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2 J? is equivalent to a contraction JV = (“,I ,!$. 
Since &? maps, A ~ onto A -, so does .N, and hence NP1 maps A - into 
A-. Thus (Ni $1) is a contraction, in particular the corollary implies 
nI; ’ < nzj’, whence v = nij = nzi for i = l,..., n, whence N = vZ. Hence N may 
be represented by the identity matrix. 
LEMMA 2.5, Let ./t’ map A - into A -, and A + into A +. Then & is 
$-equivalent to the identity. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2, A is x-equivalent to a contraction JV = (3 ,&). 
It is straightforward, that J+‘” maps A + into A + iff Jf’ = (3 i,) maps A ~ 
into A -. Applying Lemma 2.2 to N’ it follows that nIi < n, j for 
i,j=l 7..., n, whence .N is a scalar matrix. It follows that J? is $-equivalent 
to the identity matrix. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let &! map A ~ into A ~, and assume that & preserves the 
chordal distance. Then JZ is f-equivalent to the identity matrix. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2, ./t is %-equivalent o a contraction .N = (“,1 ,&). 
We consider the point Qi(p), as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Its distance 
from (0 I) is p. (The pseudo-chordal distance is actually given by 
,u/( 1 + ,u#*. The distance between their images under M is p, 
pnli/(( 1 + p*) n& - p*n:J”* = p, (2.3) 
that is, 
nfi = (1 + 11’) nzi - p2nfi or n,i = n2(. (2.3’) 
and it follows from nIi < n2j that v = nu = n2j for i, j= l,..., n. Hence N is a 
scalar matrix, and & is %-equivalent to the identity matrix. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2.1, and since (iv) + (i), (ii), and (iii) 
(cf. [3]), the validity of the theorem is a consequence of Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, 
and 2.6. 1 
Since the f-unitary matrices form a group, it follows that under the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, the following holds: 
LEMMA 2.7. The Mobius transformation .M can be represented by a 
y-unitary matrix ifs JZ is #-equivalent o a y-unitary matrix. 
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b. Special Transformations in P, (M,(C)) 
The finite points which annihilate 9, are the unitary matrices. Thus we 
refer to the zeros of f in Pl(M,(C)) as unitary points: 
(PI P2) is unitary if P, P: = Pz P:. 
The set of unitary points are referred to as the unit circle. 
The finite points which annihilate the form X = (i”, ,i’) are the Her- 
mitian matrices. We refer to the zeros of X in P,(M,(@)) as Hermitian 
points: (P, Pz) is Hermitian if P, P: = P, PT. The set of Hermitian points is 
referred to as the Hermitian line. 
Let X = 2-“‘(‘f i’,), then we have the equalities. 
xxx* = f, (2.4) 
myx* = -2, (2.5) 
Jf-x*~X = ST, (2.6) 
xyx= -f. (2.7) 
Remark that X is a unitary matrix. 
We will characterize special Mobius maps on P,(M,(C)). One can easily 
obtain analoguous results for maps on d ~ or on the Euclidean plane. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let 4 map the unit circle onto itself, so that A - maps 
into A ~, then M can be represented by a y-unitary matrix. If J%? maps A - 
into A+, then .M~M* = -,$ (for a suitable choice of M). 
Proof By the hypothesis, the zeros of MyA?* and 4 are the same 
whence A?%&!* = tf for some scalar t, t # 0. Upon normalizing A?, we 
may assume that t is real, and t2 = 1. The result now follows. 1 
Remark that if A = (g), then the map uniquely determines P, but dif- 
ferent representatives for P yield in general different maps. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let JY map the Hermitian line onto itself, so that the 
upper half plane maps into itself Then N = X&X” is f-unitary. If the 
upper half-plane maps into the lower half-plane, then Jr/-bJlr* = -%. 
Proof By the hypothesis, AXA?* and Z have the same set of zeros, 
so that A!X..&* = t% for some scalar t. It follows, using 2.6, that 
(X&X*) %(X.&X*)= tf, hence as in Proposition 2.8 we may nor- 
malize A? so that t is real and t2 = 1. The conclusion now follows. u 
Note that A = X*JlrX with Jlry~V* = f f. 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. Let A? map the unit circle into the Hermitian line, 
then Jlr = .MX* is /-unitary, tf the inside of the unit disk maps into the 
upper half-plane. Zf it maps into the lower half-plane, then .A’“$&‘-* = -f. 
Proof The form ASA* has for its zeros the unit circle, whence for 
some scalar t we have the equality AX’&* = tf. Upon normalization, we 
may derive that t is real, and t* = 1. The case t = 1 corresponds to the case 
that the inside of the unit disk maps into the upper half-plane, and the case 
t = - 1 to that when the map is into the lower half-plane. By 2.6, we may 
write (AX*) 9(-X&*) = tf, and this completes the proof. 1 
Note that we have A! = JV”X, with Jlry.M* = f f. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let A? map the Hermitian line into the unit circle. 
Then Jlr = XA is y-unitary, tf the upper half-plane maps into the unit disk. 
If it maps into the outside of the unit disk, then A’“#Jlr* = -9. 
Proof. The form &!%A* is annihilated by the set of zeros of X, 
whence for some scalar t, AfA’* = t#. By 2.4, this implies (&-A)- 
y(KM)* = tf. Upon normalization, we may derive that t is real, and 
t* = 1. The conclusion now follows in a similar way to the conclusion of 
Proposition 2.10. 
Remark that the converses of Propositions 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 hold. 
c. Comparison of Euclidean, Spherical, and Non-Euclidean Circles 
We shall compare the circles in two ways: first, which of the Euclidean 
circles are spherical ones, and second, what are the relations between the 
centers and radii of this circle in the different geometries. We shall also dis- 
cuss the relations with the non-Euclidean circles. 
We consider the Euclidean circle given by ( 1.1 ), %e(r,), the spherical cir- 
cle given by (1.5), %s(r2), and the non-Euclidean circle given by (1.13), 
$n(r3). The center of $C(rl) is (PO Z) and its radius rl. The center of ss(r2) 
is (m) and its radius is r2, or, the center is (M, M,) and the radius is 
(1 -r$)l’*. The center of $n(r,) is (M, M4), and its radius is r3. In the 
comparison, we will consider p = sinh r3 as the radius of $n(r,). To avoid 
confusion, we will replace M, by N, and M, by N,. The matrix .M will 
denote the unitary completion as in (1.6), and Jf will denote the $-unitary 
completion of N = (N, N4) [cf. 31. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let 5&r,) and $s(r2) have the same set of zeros. 
Then PO is a scalar multiple of a unitary matrix, and A is a blockwise 
a-unitary matrix (cf (1.7)). Zf P, = bU, M, = aV, and M, = (1 -a*)l’* W, 
with U, V, W unitary matrices, then the following relations hold U = W* V, 
b = a( 1 - a*)‘/*/(rz -a*), rl = r2( 1 -#r:)‘/*/( rz - a2 ( (under the hypothesis, 
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it is impossible to have r:=a2) a’=[l-t(b2-r:--1)]/2, rz= 
[l - t(b* - r: + 1)]/2, where t satisfies t2[(b2 -r: - l)* + 4b2] = 1 (see 
Lemma 1.6 for the two possible choices for t). 
Proof The result follows by comparing t$e(r,)= $Jr2), noting that 
tZ= M:M, - r:Z implies that M1 = aV, whence M2 = (1 - a*)“* W for 
suitable unitary matrices V, W. Furthermore, -tP, = M;M, implies 
P, = bU, where U = W* V once a, b are positive and t properly chosen. 
The rest follows as the solution for the derived set of equalities: 
2 2 t = a -r2, 
-tb = a( 1 - LZ*)~‘~, (2.8) 
t(b2-r:)= 1 -a2-rz. 1 
Note in particular, that if P, = 0, then b = 0. In this case a = 0 and 
r2 = (1 +rT))“*, or else a= 1 and r 2 =r /(l +r’)l’* I 1 ’ 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let %e(r,) and *n(r3) have the same set of zeros. 
Then PO is a scalar multiple of a unitary matrix, and N is a blockwise 
c-$-unitary matrix. Zf P, = dU, Jv; = cV, and Md = ( 1 + c*)l/* W, with 
U, V, W unitary matrices, then the following relations hold U = W* V, d = 
c( 1 + c2)“2/( 1 + p* + c2), r, =p(l +p’)l’*/(l +p*+c*) and we have 
d + rl < 1. Furthermore, 
c*= [t(d*-r:+ l)- 1]/2 p* = [t(r: - d* + 1) - 1]/2, 
where 
t’[(l -(d-r,)*)(l - (d+r,)*)] = 1 and (d+r,)2< 1, (d-r,)*< 1 
(G 4 rl, P are all nonnegative). 
Proof The result follows by comparing t%e(r,)= $n(r3), noting that 
tZ=(l+p*)Z+N:N, implies that N,=cV, whence N,=(l+c*)“*Wfor 
unitary matrices V, W. Furthermore, the equality -tP, = MtM, implies 
PO = dU, with U = W* V. The above comparison yields the following 
equalities: 
t= 1 +p*+c*, 
-td= -c( 1 + c*)r’*, (2.9) 
t(d2 - r:) = - (1 + p’) + (1 + c*). 
The conclusion now follows by solving for d and rl when p and c are 
given, and solving for p and c when d and r, are known. 1 
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Note that in particular, if P, = 0, then d= 0. In this case c = 0 and 
P=r,/(l-r:)“? 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let 2S(r2) and $(r,) have the same set of zeros. 
Then A is a blockwise a-unitary matrix, and M is a blockwise c-f-unitary 
matrix. Zf M, =aW1, AcZ~=(~-U~)~‘~W~ and N3=cW3, N,= 
(1 + c2)1’2 W,, where WI, W,, W,, W, are unitary matrices. The following 
relations hold: 
(i) c2= [t(l-2r:)- 1]/2, p2= [t(2a2- l)- 1]/2, where t satisfies 
t2[( 1 - 2rz)2 - 4a2( 1 - a’)] = 1, and the following restrictions hold: 
(1 - 2r:) < 0, 2a2 - 1~ 0. Furthermore, we choose the negative root for t. 
(ii) rz = [ 1 - ?( 1 + 2c2)]/2, u2 = [ 1 + I( 1 + 2p2)]/2, where ? satisfies 
?[4c2( 1 + c2) + (1 + 2~~)~] = 1. We choose for 7 the negative root. 
Proof Comparing t$s(r2) = %n(r3), and using the equalities 
M, = U,L, VI, M2 = U,L, v2, L:+ LZ=Z, 
N, = u2K2 V3, N‘, = U,K, V,, z+G=Z, 
where U1, U2, V,, V,, V,, V4 are unitary matrices, and L,, L,, K,, K2, 
are nonnegative diagonal matrices, the following equalities result: 
t(V:L:V1 -r$Z)=(l+p’)Z+ V:GV3/,, (2.10) 
tV:L,L, V2 = - Vj’K,K, V,, (2.11) 
t(V:L:V, -rzZ)= VzqVd -(l +p2)Z, (2.12) 
it follows that V, V:ZC$V, V:, Vz VfGV, V: are diagonal matrices, and 
tL, L, = -K2 K, (by properly choosing the order of the elements in K, and 
K2). Hence t < 0. From (2.11), setting tL, L, = D, we have 
V, V:D = DV, V,*. Note that 1 K, I# 0, whence V, V:K, = K, V4 VT = 
V, V,*K, = K2 V, V:. 
We derive now from (2.10) and (2.12), using K: = Z+ K& the equality: 
t(Z- 2r2Z) = Z+ V, V:GV, VT + V, V,*GV4 V2* 
=1+2v,v:Zqv3v: 
which readily implies that K, is a scalar matrix, K, = cZ, whence 
K, = (1 + c2)li2Z. Consequently L1 and L, are scalar matrices L, = al 
L,=(~--Lz~)‘~*Z. We have thus: M,=aW,, M2=(1-u2)1’2W2, 
N, = c W,, N, = (1 + c2)‘12 W, for unitary matrices W, , W,, W,, W,. 
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The equalities above become 
t(u2-rZ)= 1 +p2+c2, 
tu( 1 - Cz2)i’2 = -c( 1 + cZ)i’Z, 
t(l-a2-r~)=(1+c2)-(l+~2). 
(2.10’) 
(2.11’) 
(2.12’) 
The condition t < 0 fixes the choice of the center and the radius, (if t > 0, 
interchange u* by (1 -a’) and ri by (1 - rz)). 
The equalities stated as (i) are the solutions of this system. 
To get part (ii), we consider 
&r;=T(l+p*+c2), 
a( 1 - a*)“2 = -?c( 1 + c2)1’2, 
l-u2-rg=?[(l+c*)-(l+p2)], 
(2.10”) 
(2.11”) 
(2.12”) 
and we may choose I< 0. This completes the proof. 1 
Note that for u=O, we have c=O and ~‘=(l+ri)/(2rs--l), (2rz--l>O). 
If c=O, then a=0 and rz=(l +p’)/(l +2p2). 
We can summarize the last three propositions: 
THEOREM 2.15. (i) A Euclidean circle is a spherical circle tff it is a non- 
Euclidean circle (provided it lies in A - ). 
(ii) A spherical circle is a Euclidean circle iff it is a non-Euclidean cir- 
cle (provided it lies in A ~ ). 
(iii) A Euclidean circle is a spherical circle tff its Euclidean center is a 
scalar multiple of a unitary matrix. 
In each of the above cases, the spherical circle has a blockwise u-unitary 
matrix for its center, and the non-Euclidean circle has a blockwise 
c-j-unitary matrix for its center. 
One may verify in a similar way that the Euclidean lines correspond to 
the spherical circles which pass through the pole (I 0), and the Euclidean 
lines through the origin correspond to the spherical circles which pass 
through (I 0) and (0 I), and have l/fi as radius. 
In [3] we have seen that using Mobius transforms, one can verify that 
every pair of points P and Q on K lies on a great circle. We suggest here 
another approach to verify this property, that has some interest in its own 
right from the point of view of properties of unitary matrices. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let % be a 2n x 2n unitary matrix. There exist two unitary 
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matrices “Ir, W such that Q = Y*W, and “Ir, W are I/$-blockwise unitary 
matrices. 
ProoJ By [3], it will suflice to prove the lemma for % = ( !i, z), 
where Lf + L: = Z, and L,, L2 are real nonnegative diagonal matrices. Let 
Y-* = I/&( Jjl i,), where Z is the n x n identity matrix. Then -Ir is a 
l/@-blockwise unitary matrix. Set W = V”%. Then W is a unitary matrix, 
and %! = V*W. To complete the proof, one needs to verify by 
straightforward computations that W = l/,/?( -L;z!Li, !;:iLtl) is a 
l/,/?%blockwise unitary matrix, whenever Lf + Lz = Z. 1 
As a result we may derive 
THEOREM 2.17. Let P and Q be points on K. Then there exists a great 
circle (of radius I/&) on which both P and Q lie. 
Proof: Let 9 and 9 be unitary completions of P and Q, and set 
G? = 85?*. Then 4?! is a unitary matrix, and by Lemma 2.16, there exist 
l/,,&blockwise unitary matrices V, W so that % = V”*W. Consequently 
V”*W = 95!* or Y-9 = W9 =$I!, and W is a unitary matrix. Let R be a 
point on K, for which 99 is a unitary completion. 
Then, on the great circle of radius l/&‘, centered at R, both P and Q lie. 
To verify this, note that 994?* and J!M?* are i/a-blockwise unitary 
matrices. 1 
To complete this topic, one is tempted to show that given two points P 
and Q on K, that are not antipodal points, there exists precisely one circle 
on which both P and Q lie. The following example shows that such a 
statement is false. 
EXAMPLE. Let U(A) = ( _ (i rl;zj~,21 (l -ij)“*‘), where Z is the n x n identity 
matrix, for n > 1, and 1, 0 < ii < 1, a real number. U(A) is a unitary matrix. 
Let E be a n x n diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements are either i or 
-i. Let Y(E) = l/$( 7 $). Th en T(E) is a I/&‘-blockwise unitary 
matrix, and W(E, A) = V(E) %(A)* is a unitary matrix for each matrix E 
and real number I, 0 < 1< 1. A straightforward computation shows that 
W(E, A) is a l/G-blockwise unitary matrix. 
In terms of radius and circles, this proves that the set 9 of all points 
(U (1 -12)1’2Z), for all 2, 0 < 1< 1, lies on circles of radius l/J? centered 
at (l/&E l/>Z) f or any n x n diagonal matrix E with diagonal entries 
+ i or -i. For n > 1 one gets in this way different centers, that are not 
antipodal of each other. In particular this implies that there are different 
circles of radius l/fi that contain all the points of 9. 
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By interchanging roles, we get that the different centers lie on infinitely 
many circles of radius l/d, namely, all those circles of radius l/J?!, cen- 
tered at any point of 2. 
3. THE RIEMANN SPHERE AND THE STERE~CRAPHIC PROJECTION 
The set of n x n complex matrices is denoted by M,(C), and the subset of 
the Hermitian matrices is denoted by H,(C). We consider the space 
Y= M,(C) x H,(C) (for n = 1 this reduces to @x R which is naturally 
equivalent to R3). 
For each point (P H) E Y we set 111 (P H) )I( = 11 PP* + HH* (I ‘I’, where 
the right-hand norm is the usual spectral norm in M,(C). The so defined 
(generalized) norm 111 11 in 9’ induces a metric which is equivalent to the 
product metric of H,(C) x H,(C) x H,(C). 
We shall denote the distance between two points of 9’ induced by this 
metric by d((P, H,), (P, Hz)). 
The set of finite points P, in the complex matrix projective line 
P,(M,(@)), is naturally isomorphic to the Euclidean plane M,(C). The 
isomorphism given by i,(P, P2) = P; ‘P, preserves the Euclidean distance. 
In particular, if we identify P;‘P, with i(P1 PJ = (P,’ P,I)E P,(M,(@)), 
the set (V I) E P1(M,(C)) is naturally isomorphic to the Euclidean plane. 
The map e: P,-+M,(@) x (0) c Y, given by e( I/ I) = (V 0) is a distance 
preserving isomorphism of P, onto M,(C) x (0). 
Recall that each point, (P, P2) E P,(M,(@)) has a representative on X 
(X = {(PI Pz) 1 P, Pf + P, P; =I}) and (P, PJ = U(P, P,) for 
(P, PI), (Pi P2) E X iff U is a unitary matrix. This happens whenever the 
two points represent he same point in Pl(A4,(C)). 
Let 
92 = {(f’ H) ( (P H) E M,(C) x H,(C), PP* + HH* = H}. (3.1) 
This set W consists of all the points on the sphere with radius +, whose 
center is located at (0 f I). We refer to W us the (generalized) Riemann 
sphere. 
Define a map 
s: P,W,(@)) + % VI P2) = mp1 p:p*1 for (P, P,)EK. 
(3.2) 
Since (P, P2) is determined up to a left multiplication by a unitary 
matrix, s is well defined. That s(P, P2) is actually in W follows by 
straightforward computation, and the fact that (P, P2) E X. 
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For every point (P H), (P H) E 8, the relation PP* + HH* = H implies 
that H is an Hermitian, semi-positive definite matrix. It follows that 
PP* = H(Z- H). In particular, H= UL2U*, for some unitary matrix U, 
and a real diagonal matrix L. Choose P, = U(l- L2)li2 V and P2 = ULU*, 
for a suitable unitary matrix V, so that PTP1 = P, PZP, = H. Therefore, 
s(P, P2) = (P H). Hence 
LEMMA 3.1. The map s: P,(M,( C)) -+ 9, is an epimorphism, 
The map s is in general not a one-to-one map. However, 
LEMMA 3.2. The map s: P,(M,(@)) -+ 5% induces a one-to-one map on 
PI. 
ProojI Let (P, PI), (P, P,) E K, 1 P, 1 # 0, and let s(P, P2) = s(P, B,). 
Then P;P2 = P:P2, or Pf = P,*U*, for some unitary matrix U. Also 
PfP1 = p,*P,, that is PTP, = P:UP,, and since 1 P2 I# 0, we have 
PI = UF,. Whence (P, P2) = U(P, PI), and these points represent the 
same point. 1 
Note that we have proved that in fact, if (P H) E ~8, and I HI # 0, then 
s-‘(P H) is a single point in P,(M,(C)). 
For a pair of points P= (P, P2), Q = (Q, Q2), so that P, QE X, we 
denote by 9, Q, and @ the unitary matrices: 
Recall that the chordal distance x(P, Q) is given by x(P, Q) = \I U2 \I, and 
x(P, 0) = (( U, (1, where Q E X is the antipodal point to Q, also 
d=(Q3 Qd 
For a point (P H) E 9, the point ( -P, I- H) is its antipodal point. It 
follows that 
s(Q) = antipodal point on 9 to s(Q). (3.4) 
We also have 
s(Q)=(Q2* Qb)(; “o>-% 
d,=(Q: Qi‘) (; ;)s. (3.6) 
As for the distance x(PQ) and d(s(P), s(Q)) we have 
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LEMMA 3.3. d(s(P), s(Q)) 6 x(P, Q). Equality holds whenever @ is a 
blockwise r-unitary matrix. 
ProoJ Since 9=%J! and (I (Q; Q:)li = 1, we have 
but, 
( u:u, -I u:u2 u:u1 -I LJ:uz u:u, 0 uz*u1 uz*u* )( u2*u, u,*u* = 0 ) ( ) u;u* ’ 
whence, d*W), s(Q)) < II u3 II = II U2 II = XV’, Q). 
Furthermore, if 42 is a blockwise r-unitary matrix, then 
U:U, = UzU2 = (1 - r*)Z, and consequently equality holds as stated. 1 
In particular, we may derive 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The image of a circle y,(M, r) in P,(M,(@)), is a circle 
of radius r in 9, centered at s(M). 
Observe that the set of points at distance r from (P N) have distance 
(1 - r*)“* from ( -P, I- H). This is obviously the case with the points of 
y,(M, r), by Lemma 3.3. 
We turn now to the converse: Given a circle ye on $9, is there a circle y, 
in P,(M,(@)) so that s(y,) = y,? To answer it, we need 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (Q,, Q2)eX be a point so that s(Q1 Q2)= (Q H). Let 
(P L) E 92 be a point so that d*((P L), (Q H))+d*((P L), 
( -Q I- H)) = 1. Then there exist unitary matrices U,, U,, and a real non- 
negative number 1, so that 0~ 1 G 1, and ~((10~ (1 - 12)“*U2)Q) = (P L). 
Proof: Let (P, P2) be any point in X so that s(P, P2) = (P L). For 
some unitary matrix 4 = ( 3 $ 2) we have (P, P2) = (U, U2)2?. Let 
D, =(Q: Q:) (7;) (u, U2)=9-(Q: Qb)(; ;)% (3.7) 
02 =(Q: QZ, (;) (u, U2V- (QT QZ) (; ;)2. (3.8) 
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Then 
111 DI l/I* + Ill D2 III* = 1 and D, 0: + D2D: = Z, (3.9) 
DID:=(Q; Q:) U”U ;’ , 
2* 2 )( > 
(3.10) 
4 
D,D;= (Q; Q$) (3.11) 
For suitable diagonal matrices L’, L” so that (L’)* + (L”)’ = Z, and for 
V,, V2, V,, V4 unitary matrices we have: 
u, = V,L’V*, u, = v, L”V,, u, = -V4L”V2, u, = V,L’V,. 
(3.12) 
Denote 
WI = VI v2, w* = VI v3, w, = v4 v2, w, = v4 v,. (3.13) 
Then from (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) we have 
Q:u: =lQz*W,, Q:U:=(l -Z’)“*Q:W,, (3.14) 
Q;U:=(l-Z2)“*Qq*W2, Q:u: =lQ4*W4, (3.15) 
whereO<Z=)/U, I~<1,06(1-Z2)1/2=I~U211~1. 
From (3.14) and (3.12) it follows that 
Q;U:iJ, =l’Q:W:W,, Q:U:U2 =Z(l -l*)l’* Q;WfW2. (3.16) 
From (3.15) and (3.12) it follows that 
QfU:U, =I(1 -I*)“* W;W,, QfU:U, =(l-Z2)QfW;W2. (3.17) 
In particular, for W, = U, and W, = U2 we have 
s((10, (1 - z*)l’* 0,) 2) = S(( u, U,) L!? = (P L) 
as stated. 1 
We may summarize the properties of the map s as follows: 
THEOREM 3.6. The map s: P,(M,(@)) -+99 induces an isomorphism on 
P,. It carries circles into circles. For every circle y, in 9, the set so’ con- 
tains a circle y, so that s(y,) = ye. The radius of y, and ys are the same, and 
the center of ye is the image of the center of yS. The map s is a continuous, 
distance decreasing (in the weak sense) epimorphism. 
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Note that the points of P,(M,(@)) have no single representatives on X, 
but we can find natural representatives for points in Pi. A point in Pi, 
(Pi P2) has a single representative on X, under the restriction 
P,=Pf>O. 
Define a map ~1: P,(M,(@)) + P,(M,(C)), by CC(P) = P, where P is the 
antipodal point of P (we always consider representatives for the points in 
P,(M,(C)) taken in X). One readily verifies that a(~,(@ r)) = y,(M, r), 
hence c( preserves circles. Also c1* = Id, hence c( -i of a circle, is a circle. 
For a unitary matrix J%‘, let us denote by p(P) the induced Mobius 
transformation, that is p(P) = P&‘. The map p is a (chordal) distance 
preserving isomorphism. In particular, it carries circles into circles, and pc- ’ 
of a circle is a circle. 
Since 9& is a unitary matrix, where .4’= (f), it follows that 
wm = w(W. 
Furthermore, since for a unitary matrix @ = (“~“ti,“~) we have 
I( U, 1) = 11 U, 11, it follows that c1 is (chordal) distance preserving. 
Summarizing, we have 
LEMMA 3.7. The map a: PI(M,(@)) -+ P,(M,(@)) is a distance preserv- 
ing isomorphism, that commutes with every distant preserving Miibius trans- 
formation. 
Note, in particular, that the Mobius transformation v, induced by the 
unitary matrix 9, represents a distance preserving isomorphism that com- 
mutes with a. 
Let r~ denote the embedding C: M,(C) + P,(M,(@)) by cr( I’) = (I’ I). 
The map c is a (Euclidean) distance preserving isomorphism of M,(C) and 
P,. In particular, circles are mapped onto circles. By the results of Sec- 
tion 2 a circle is mapped onto a (spherical) circle in P,(M,(@)) iff the cen- 
ter V satisfies V= JV,, where V0 V$ = 1. 
In fact, &,a = Id: M,(C) + M,(C). 
To define the sterographic projection rc from W onto M,(C) x {0}, we 
use composition of previously studied maps. This will enable us to deduce 
that 7c carries circles into circles. 
We start by defining the inverse map II of n, which is more natural, and 
easier to follow: 
II: M”(C) x (0) .-I P, C P,(M,(C)) OL Pl(Mn(C)) 
Y P,(M,(C)) 2 a. (3.18) 
One can derive the following formulae: 
lt(V O)=(V(Z+ v*vy’ Iqz+ v*If-’ If*) (3.19) 
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Y(V O)=(V(Z+ v*vy (Z-l- vv- iv*), (3.19’) 
In particular, if JL( V 0) = (Q H), then for I/ = 0, // Q I/ = 11 H 11 = 0, and 
for V#O,Oc)/Hll<l andO<I/Q(j<l. 
Conversely, if 0 < II Q (I < 1, then necessarily IHI # 0, and s-‘(Q H) is 
uniquely determined. Furthermore, if s-‘(Q H) = (P, Pz) then 1 P, 1 # 0. If 
O<IIZZ/<l then lP, j#O. Consequently, a-‘v-‘s-l@ H)EP~, and 
there exists a point ( V 0) in M,(C) x (0) for which It( I’ 0) = (Q ZZ). The 
point (V 0) is uniquely determined, whence we can define rc(Q H) = (V 0). 
One can derive the formulae 
7t(Q H)=((Z-H)-‘Q 0) (3.20) 
(z-H)-’ = If Iv* (3.21) 
which are well defined whenever // Iill< 1. 
One verifies that although s-i is not always uniqueIy determined, 7c is 
well defined. Furthermore 
WQ W=tQ f-0 whenever /( H/l < 1, and (Q, H) E L@?, 
nlL(V O)=(V 0) for all VE M,(C). 
We can summarize these results as: 
THEOREM 3.8. The stereographic map n( Q H) = ((f - H) - ‘Q 0), 
defined on { (Q H) I (Q H) E a, )I HII < 1 } is a well-defined map, whose 
inverse from M,(@) x { 0 > is II. The map R curries circles on 9 to circles in 
M,(c) (and uice uersa) whenever their center in B is (cQo, dl), where c and 
d are scalars and Q,Q$ = Z, (whenever their center in M,(C) x (0) is of the 
form (A V, 0), A. a scalar, V, Vo* = I). 
Notice that using the results of Section 2a we can derive the relations 
between centers and radii via (3.19’) and (3.20). 
One may observe that the Hermitian lines in M,(C) x (0) correspond to 
circles on W that pass through (0 I), and lines through the origin corre- 
spond to great circles on W that pass through (0 I), and thus necessarily 
also through (0 0). 
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